The turbines used in rocket-engine applications are often partial-admission turbines, meaning that the flow enters the rotor over only a portion of the * Aerospace Engineer, Associate Fellow AIAA.
annulus.
These turbines have been traditionally analyzed, however, assuming full-admission characteristics.
This assumption enables the simulation of only a portion of the 360-degree annulus, with periodic boundary conditions applied in the circumferential direction. While this traditional approach to the simulating the flow in partialadmission turbines significantly reduces the computational requirements, the accuracy of the solutions has rarely been evaluated. In the current investigation, both full-and partial-admission threedimensional unsteady Navier-Stokes simulations were performed for a partial-admission turbine designed and tested at NASA Marshall Space Flight Center.
The results indicate that the partial-admission nature of the turbine must be included in simulations to properly predict the performance and flow unsteadiness of the turbine. Thus, the turbine rotors periodically pass through flowing regions and regions of no flow. The turbine airfoils, therefore, operate in an unsteady flow environment that is strongly dependent on the circumferential location of the airfoils. Historically, partial-admission turbines have been analyzed using full-admission flow assumptions, namely that the flow isperiodic and that only a portion of the annulus need be simulated. The Navier-Stokes analysis uses O-and H-type zonal grids to discretize the flow field and facilitate relative motion of the rotating components (see Fig. 1 ). The O-grids are body-fitted to the surfaces of the airfoils and generated using an elliptic equation solution procedure.
They are used to properly resolve the viscous flow in the blade passages and to easily apply the algebraic turbulence model. The algebraically generated H-grids are used to discretize the remainder of the flow field, including the nozzles.
The computational analysis has been validated on several supersonic turbine geometries (e.g., Refs. 6 and 7).
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
The theory of characteristics is used to determine the boundary conditions at the inlet and exit of the computational domain. The total pressure, total temperature, and the circumferential and radial flow angles are specified as a function of the radius. The upstream running Riemann invariant is extrapolated from the interior of the computational domain.
At outflow boundary the circumferential and radial flow angles, total pressure, and the total temperature are extrapolated from the interior of the computational domain. The total-to-static pressure ratio is specified at mid-span of the computational exit and the pressure at all other radial locations at the exit is obtained by integrating the equation for radial equilibrium.
Periodicity is enforced along the outer boundaries of the H-grids in the circumferential direction.
At solid surfaces the relative velocity is set to zero, the normal derivative of the pressure is set to zero, and the surfaces are assumed to be adiabatic.
GEOMETRY

AND FLOW CONDITIONS
The single-stage supersonic turbine, called Simplex, includes straight centerline nozzles and was designed and tested at NASA Marshall Space Flight Center.
The turbine was tested with both metallic and composite rotor airfoils, and the time-averaged total temperatures and total pressures were recorded at several locations in the rig.
The Simplex turbine geometry includes 6 straight centerline nozzles, flowing over half the annulus, and 95 rotors.
In the full-admission simulation it was assumed the turbine contained 12 nozzles (i.e., equally-spaced flowing nozzles around the annulus) and 96 rotors, with the rotors being scaled by the factor of 95/96. A l-nozzle/8-rotor model was then simulated.
In the partial-admission simulation the actual turbine geometry of 6 flowing nozzles (covering half the annulus) and 95 rotors was simulated. The spanwise sectional grids for the rotors in both simulations contained approximately 5,000 grid points. The full-admission simulations utilized 31 spanwise planes, while the partial-admission utilized 15 spanwise planes. The use of 15 spanwise planes wasdeemed acceptable based onthelength scales of the unsteadiness associated with the nozzles• Each straightcenterlinenozzle was modeledwith approximately 270,000 gridpoints.Thus, a totalof approximately 1.3milliongridpoints were used inthe full-admission simulation and approximately 7.1 milliongridpoints wereused in thepartial-admission simulation. Thecomputational gridsfor thenozzles androtors areshown inFig.1.
Theflow enters the nozzles at a Machnumber of approximately M=0.25 andatotal pressure ofPt=801 psia.The peakMachnumberin the nozzleis approximately M=2.80. The total-to-static pressure ratioacross thecomplete turbine isapproximately 15. The operating fluid in the rig testswasgaseous nitrogen, whiletheoperating fluidin theengine and current simulations isoxygen.
Both simulations were run for more than one complete rotor revolution. The simulations were performed on17to38450-MHz processors ofanSGI Origin2000 located atNASAAmes Research Center. The simulations requiredapproximately 3x10 6 sec/grid point/iter CPUtime perprocessor on 38 processors. Unsteady pressure traces at various locations along themidspanof the rotor areshownfor the fulladmission simulations in Fig.11.Figures 12and13 showtracesfrom the partial-admission simulation corresponding to the bladesmovingthroughthe flowingportion ( Fig.12) andboththeflowing/nonflowingportions oftheannulus (Fig.13 ).Figures 14 to 16 contain the Fourier decompositions corresponding to thepressure traces in Figs.11-13 , respectively. In the full-annulussimulationthe dominant unsteadiness on thesuction surface is the nozzle-passing frequency (approximately 5000Hz), while the pressure surface experiences significant unsteadiness at boththefundamental andtwicethe nozzle-passing frequency. Theharmonic content is generated by two sources: a) thepressure variations across thenozzle exit shown in Fig.2, andb) the reflection of therotorbowshock off thesolidregion between adjacent nozzles. Thedominant unsteadiness when therotorsarein thenozzle jetsin thepartialadmission simulationis at the nozzle-passing frequency,although a moderateamount of unsteadiness is alsopresent at twicethe nozzlepassing frequency. As expected, whenthe rotor traverses bothflowingandnon-flowing regions inthe partial-admission simulation the higherharmonic content (especially thatassociated with rotor bow shock reflection) is reduced andmorelow-frequency content is observed. It is interesting tonotethateven when therotors areoutside theflowingnozzle regions theystill experience unsteadiness associated withthe nozzle-passing frequency, albeit ata lowerlevel. This impliesthatthe interactions between therotorsand nozzles drivethe unsteadiness of theentiresystem, notjusttheflowingportion oftheannulus.
RESULTS
Theunsteady axial, radial andtangential forces onthe rotors fromthetwosimulations areshown inFig.17. Theoverall levelsof theforcesaresimilarin both simulations. The forces in the full-admission simulation exhibittwo peaksas the rotorsmove through thenozzle flow.These peaks aregenerated by thepresence ofthesubsonic flowoveraportion ofthe nozzle exit(shown in Fig.2 ).Asexpected theresults of thepartial-admission simulation indicate thatthe rotorswindmillwhenoutsidethe regionof the flowingnozzles. 
CONCLUSIONS
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